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An amorphous metal–organic framework (aMOF) is an oxymoron as
the porosity derived from the ordered network of the metal and
organic moieties is the main characteristic of conventional crystalline MOFs. However, amorphous metal–organic materials can be
synthesized from gaseous precursors through atomic/molecular
layer deposition (ALD/MLD). We demonstrate an exciting interplay
between luminescence properties and amorphous-to-crystalline
transition realized upon water absorption in ALD/MLD aMOF films.

The rapidly expanding family of crystalline metal–organic framework (MOF) materials has been extensively investigated for several
decades as exciting candidates for a breadth of applications, such
as sensing, storage, catalysis, biomedicine and electronics.1,2
These materials are made of metal-ion nodes and organic
linker molecules, and are characteristically highly porous; the
manner in which the metal and organic constituent species are
organized into the regular crystal lattice defines the important
pore size distribution within the network. From this background, the concept of the ‘‘amorphous MOF (aMOF)’’ is selfcontradicting; nevertheless, such materials have been gaining
increasing interest in the recent years.3–10 An aMOF material
has building units and connectivity modes similar to its crystalline counterpart (and thus shares similar chemistry) but lacks
the long-range periodic order.
A great majority of crystalline MOFs are synthesized in the
bulk (powder or single-crystal) form through solution-based
routes; however, these conventional synthesis methods may not
necessarily be ideal for the direct synthesis of aMOFs. The
growth of crystalline MOFs from gaseous precursors has been
demonstrated too; these techniques are particularly useful for the
fabrication of high-quality thin films demanded to make the MOF
materials technologically compatible with microelectronics.11–15
Even though not intentionally utilized so far, the gas-phase
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deposition of metal–organic thin films on suitable substrate
surfaces could provide us with an ideal route for the direct aMOF
synthesis. In particular, the currently strongly emerging atomic/
molecular layer deposition (ALD/MLD) technique, developed from
the state-of-the-art industrial ALD (atomic layer deposition)16
technology of inorganic thin films, has already been expanded
to cover an impressive variety of metal species and organic
moieties.17,18 In ALD/MLD, mutually reactive gaseous/
vaporized metal and organic precursor molecules are sequentially pulsed into the reactor chamber; this enables – through
self-limiting gas-surface chemical reactions – the fabrication of
metal–organic materials with atomic/molecular level accuracy.
The thus grown hybrid thin films are moreover precisely
thickness-controlled, conformal and uniform over large-area
and complex substrate surfaces, like the inorganic thin films
deposited using the parent ALD technology. The metal–organic
materials grown by ALD/MLD have already proven their
potential e.g. in thermoelectric devices, lithium-ion batteries
and catalysis.19–24 The technique has also been used to deposit
lanthanide-based hybrid thin films, which have demonstrated
interesting photoluminescence (Eu)25,26 and photon-upconversion
(Yb,Er)27,28 properties.
Herein, we utilize the features of the combined ALD/MLD
technique to fabricate novel amorphous neodymium terephthalate
(Nd–TP) thin-film materials, from Nd(thd)3 (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione) and TPA (terephthalic acid; benzene-1,4dicarboxylic acid) precursors. Previously, a similar ALD/MLD process for lanthanum yielded in situ crystalline La–TP thin films.29
We moreover demonstrate the amorphous-crystalline transition
for our Nd–TP films upon water absorption. Neodymium is an
attractive metal component for these hybrid thin films, as intense
luminescence emission in the near-infrared (NIR) region has been
reported for conventional crystalline Nd3+-based MOFs.30 This is of
exclusive interest in bioimaging, bioassays, catalysis, NIR laser
systems, and photon-upconversion.30–34 Here, we show excitingly
that our ALD/MLD-grown Nd–TP thin films show photoluminescence switching upon aMOF-to-crystalline transition achieved
through water absorption.
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Fig. 1 Optimization of the Nd(thd)3 + TPA process at 200 1C: (a) GPC as a
function of the Nd(thd)3 and TPA pulse lengths, and (b) film thickness
as a function of the number of ALD/MLD cycles of (4 s Nd(thd)3 - 5 s
N2 - 7.5 s TPA - 25 s N2).

We carried out all the depositions on Si substrates at 200 1C
based on our experience from the La(thd)3 + TPA process;29 at
this deposition temperature homogeneous Nd–TP films were
reproducibly obtained. The process was optimized for the
precursor pulse lengths; Fig. 1a summarizes the data for films
deposited with 300 ALD/MLD cycles. Pulse lengths of 4 s and
7.5 s for Nd(thd)3 and TPA, respectively, were sufficient to
achieve the ideal surface-saturated chemical reactions of the
precursors, with a growth-per-cycle (GPC) rate of 3.2 Å per cycle
(calculated from the film thickness value obtained from X-ray
reflectivity (XRR) analysis). For the rest of the experiments,
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we fixed the precursor pulse lengths to these values and used the
following precursor/purge pulsing sequence: 4 s Nd(thd)3 5 s N2 - 7.5 s TPA - 25 s N2. The thus optimized deposition
process showed the linear dependence of film thickness on the
number of ALD/MLD cycles applied (Fig. 1b), which is one of the
expected ALD/MLD trademarks.
For the further studies, we deposited the Nd–TP films with
300 ALD/MLD cycles; this resulted in ca. 95 nm thick films. The
as-deposited films were perfectly amorphous based on grazingincidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) observation, see Fig. 2a (the
black pattern at the bottom). The Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrum for the same film (Fig. 2b; black spectrum)
confirmed the absence of free carboxylic acid groups (no peaks
around 1700 cm 1) as expected as a consequence of the Nd–TP
bond formation. Moreover the FTIR spectrum revealed the
bridging-type bonding mode of the carboxylate groups (separation
between the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations:
D = (1535–1385) cm 1 = 150 cm 1).35
We then exposed our as-deposited Nd–TP thin films to a
room-temperature humidity treatment (RH 70%). Interestingly,
this treatment caused the films to crystallize (Fig. 2a; blue
pattern). FTIR data confirmed that upon the humidity treatment
water is absorbed in the crystal lattice, see the wide peak appearing at around 3400 cm 1 in Fig. 2b;36 it should be noted that
no indication of this peak was seen for the as-deposited film.

Fig. 2 (a) GIXRD patterns along with the d-values of the main peaks, (b) FTIR spectra, (c) XRR curves, and (d) film density values determined from the XRR
data for an as-deposited Nd–TP thin film (black), and for the same sample after three consecutive humidity (blue droplets) and heat (red flames)
treatment cycles.
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Fig. 3 XRD peaks of water-containing Nd–TP thin films (red) match with
the peaks from Tb2(TP)3(H2O)4 (grey) reported in the literature.37

The obtained GIXRD pattern showed close resemblance to the
pattern calculated based on the crystal structure details reported
for the terbium-based Tb2TP3(H2O)4 compound crystallizing in
the triclinic (P1% ) space group,37 see Fig. 3. In that structure
carboxylate groups show bridging-type bonding mode, as was
revealed for the present Nd–TP samples based on the FTIR data.
To see whether we could remove the crystal water by heating
without decomposing the hybrid material, we heat-treated the
water-containing film overnight in air at 150 1C; indeed the
B3400 cm 1 FTIR peak completely disappeared upon this heat
treatment, while the film maintained its crystallinity. Moreover,
we were able to demonstrate the reversibility of the water in-take/
release behaviour by repeated humidity and heat treatments.
The humidity and heat treatments were repeated for the
same sample three times, and the changes in crystallinity,
composition, thickness and density were tracked using GIXRD,
FTIR and XRR measurements, see Fig. 2. Upon these repeated
treatments, the films remained crystalline, with a slight change
only in the GIXRD pattern, in such a way that the low-angle
peak (d = 9.68 Å) remained sharp and unchanged but the higher
angle peaks were systematically sharper for the watercontaining films and wider for the heat-treated ones. Similar
systematic modifications could be revealed from the FTIR
spectra as well, showing the broadening of the bands for the
heat-treated films. Otherwise the main carboxylate symmetric
and asymmetric stretching vibrations in the 1350–1550 cm 1
area remained essentially unaffected, i.e. the separation
between these bands remained at 140–150 cm 1, confirming
the bridging type mode of the carboxylate groups35 in all our
Nd–TP films, both amorphous and crystalline (see the ESI† for
details). It should be mentioned that Reineke et al.37 reported
crystalline products with permanent microporosity after
thermal liberation of water from their Tb2TP3(H2O)4 compound.
No crystal structure details were given for the water-free Tb2TP3
structure; however, our GIXRD patterns for the heat-treated
Nd–TP films are consistent with the XRD pattern reported for
Tb2TP3.
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The XRR patterns were used to determine the film thickness,
density and roughness values of the samples after each humidity
and heat treatment (see Fig. 2c, d and the ESI† for the fitting
details). It could be seen that initially upon the first water
absorption and consequent crystallization of the as-deposited
aMOF Nd–TP film, the density decreased from 2.15 to 2.09 g cm 3;
the surface roughness slightly increased (0.4 - 2.2 nm) as often
seen when amorphous thin films are crystallized e.g. by thermal
annealing. The decrease in density suggests that the crystal structure
indeed is porous at least to some degree. Then, after the initial
crystallization, the density systematically decreased when water was
removed from the crystal structure and increased again upon water
loading.
Finally, we investigated the photoluminescence characteristics (see the ESI† for measurement details) of our Nd–TP
thin films. In particular, we wanted to see whether the aMOFMOF transition and/or water intake would affect the emission
intensity. First of all, the characteristic Nd3+ emission peaks at
880 nm (4F3/2 - 4I9/2) and 1064 nm (4F3/2 - 4I11/2) were seen for
all the representative samples investigated (Fig. 4); note that the
peak at 1064 nm is due to the Nd:YAG laser excitation source,
except for the as-deposited film that seems to contribute to the
emission in this spectral region as well (judging by the change
in the peak shape). Most strikingly, the emission intensity at
880 nm is significantly higher for the as-deposited amorphous
Nd–TP film compared to the two crystalline films. In the case
of the water-containing (humidity-treated) film, this could be
explained by non-radiative relaxation processes due to highfrequency vibrations of the –OH groups.38 However, since the
removal of the crystalline water did not increase the luminescence intensity, but rather decreased it, it seems that the highfrequency vibrations of the –OH groups are not at least the
main reason for the observed luminescence quenching. A more
probable explanation is the decrease in film density upon the
crystallization, which increases the inter-ionic distances and
could thereby make the energy-transfer processes less efficient.

Fig. 4 Photoluminescence emission spectra of the as-deposited (black),
humidity-treated (blue) and subsequently heat-treated (red) Nd–TP thin
films.
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Elucidation of the detailed mechanism definitely requires dedicated
studies in future.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the deposition of
amorphous neodymium terephthalate thin films through a
single-step ALD/MLD process from gaseous (sublimated)
Nd(thd)3 and TPA precursors at 200 1C. This process yields
highly homogeneous Nd–TP thin films at a growth rate of
ca. 3.2 Å per ALD/MLD cycle. The ALD/MLD method is thus
believed to be uniquely advantageous for the fabrication of
novel aMOF-type metal–organic materials with only short-range
order. The as-deposited films then crystallized upon absorbing
water when treated under humid conditions (70% RH), while a
consequent heat treatment at 150 1C completely removed the
coordinated water molecules but retained the film crystallinity.
This reversible guest water molecule in-take and release could
be repeated several times without losing the crystalline coordination network structure. This allowed us to investigate the
possible effects of the aMOF-to-MOF type transition in our
Nd–TP thin films. Most excitingly, the characteristic Nd3+
photoluminescence seen under laser excitation for the asdeposited amorphous films was found to be significantly
reduced for the crystalline films. We believe that this type of
switching action upon the guest-molecule induced amorphousto-crystalline transition is an intriguing material functionality
to be further elaborated towards novel applications.
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